
May The Forces Be With You
Finding Nature In The Notes



My goal today:

• To help each of you to think of music in an even more dynamic way that makes
music making at once more engaging, more expressive, more meaningful and 
more fun. You’re already extraordinary – let’s have even more fun!

• Why? I believe in the power of music to better the lives of students, performers, 
audiences, and our society. The better the music making, the bigger the impact.

• How? Through a simple system that uses what we already intrinsically feel and 
understand in nature.

So, let’s look at what moves us and understand how to use it!



3 people/things we like:

1. People/things that are like us 
- Comfortable, familiar, recognizable: connection (and thereby not alone) 

2. People/things that are how we would like to be
- Free, energized, joyous, certain, confident, serene, genius, divine

3. People/things that change our emotional state
- Create inner change of feeling, variety in emotions. For example, 

attraction, better mood, laughter, inspiration, consolation



What if MUSIC were a person/thing we liked?

• What makes us like it?
1. Beautiful/familiar, comfortable/familiar (we “know” it), 

recognizable emotions and meanings we have experienced: connection

2.  Aspirational (float, fly, powerful, skilled, free, energized, 
confident, refined, genius)

3. Emotional state changes (inner motion from one feeling to 
another – it moves us)



An aspect that gets overlooked: 

Music occurs in our physical world.

Music is sound

in MOTION



If we want it to move us, 
our students, 

and our audiences, 
we must incorporate 

the natural physical forces 
of the physical world.



Play

• How do kids play?
• Imagination
• Run
• Jump
• Tease
• Swings
• Bike
• Slide
• Games

Experiencing: 1. Mind 2. Emotions 3. Forces



Amusement parks – what are they?

• Mostly RIDES.

• Rides are fun because we experience strong…

FORCES











Does a still image convey
the true experience of something 
in motion?











Music is in motion

And so natural forces act on it



Why do we not think of the forces in music?

Music is successive sounds, not a 
physical object, so the forces 
aren’t automatically applied.

Music notation does not 
communicate the forces (and 
is in fact misleading).
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*Piano gesture is circular











X =
- Angular
- Stiff
- Artificial

There are no straight lines in nature







We all feel and understand physically (in our bodies) 
the physical forces – what are they?

- Gravity/weightlessness 

- Acceleration/deceleration (impetus, momentum, relaxation)

- Centrifugal force (curves, swing, lean)



Momentum

Continuity
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Centrifugal force
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The centrifugal forces

*The curves
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Drill for line: 



Drill for line: 

(Vertical line is NOT an accent!)











The secret of universally impactful 
music making lies 

in the forces



Beethoven



















Crescendo going up and decrescendo going down may be better than no shape, 
especially if there’s a long line, however it is not the same as feeling the natural forces
in the music

It is still possible to play with curves and forces whether the composer specifies 
dynamic changes or not.
Curves = shape, cresc and decresc = volume knob on stereo = greater contrast



Large structure flows through the 3 bar of each 4 bar phrase



Large structure flows through the 3 bar of each 4 bar phrase



Beethoven



How can you use awareness of the forces in:

• Technique – scales, arpeggios, chords
• Melodies – stepwise motion, leaps, changes in direction

• Earlier levels - kids intrinsically understand swing and visualisation! 
Helps flow vs individual note playing.
• Advanced levels – more exciting, dynamic, and natural playing!

• Teaching in general: always shaping, always listening, always following 
the line, breathing, comparing natural vs unnatural, alive vs stiff



Finding nature in the notes:
• We don’t automatically know at the outset, instead we try different 

options and see which feels the most compelling
• It’s a process of asking yourself and your students “where is the curve” 

and “where are the forces strongest”
• The MUSIC informs us of what’s most natural in the forces, and we then 

can have fun applying a system that is at once predictable and free, 
calculated and flexible. (Every time a car turns a corner, there are forces 
felt, but they are not precisely the same intensity or in the same place 
depending on how the corner is approached.)
• The music will be more exciting, visceral, and higher quality, however we 

must CHOOSE to allow the forces and curves



3 people/things we like:

1. People/things that are like us 
- Comfortable, familiar, recognizable: connection (and thereby not alone) 

2. People/things that are how we would like to be
- Free, energized, joyous, certain, confident, serene, genius, divine

3. People/things that change our emotional state
- Create inner change of feeling, variety in emotions. For example, 

attraction, better mood, laughter, inspiration, consolation



What if MUSIC had the forces in it?

• What makes us like it?
1. We relate to it and feel a connection through our common

experience as beings in this physical world

2.  Aspirational: more fun, playful, float, fly, powerful, skilled, 
free, energized, confident, refined, genius

3. State changes: inner motion from one feeling to another –
music moves us BOTH emotionally and physically



The greatest performers in the world have the 
same resources we do:

1. Imagination (intent, clarity)
2. Present moment (focus)
3. Physiology (free of tension, pattern repetition)
4. Energy (breath)
5. Rhythm (strong inner subdivision and pulse awareness)
6. Structure (phrases, sections, musical tension/release)
7. Forces (“natural musicianship”)

This is great news! Every element is learnable and teachable.  



Please fill out the survey

https://forms.gle/PE8hqBdsnwfyLKnq7
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